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Cooperative Control of Distributed Multi-Agent SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The paradigm of ‘multi-agent’ cooperative control is the challenge frontier for new control system application domains, and as a research area it has experienced a considerable increase in activity in recent years. This volume, the result of a UCLA collaborative project with Caltech, Cornell and MIT, presents cutting edge results in...
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HTML5 AdvertisingApress, 2012

	Web advertising is changing. What was once a predominantly Flash-based medium is making the switch to HTML5, with the benefit of a plug-in free environment giving a larger audience for ads, and better integration with the page they are featured on. We live in a time where marketers, designers, and developers are confused as to what they can...
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Transportation Management with SAP TM 9: A Hands-on Guide to Configuring, Implementing, and Optimizing SAP TMApress, 2014

	The implementation of a TMS solution is a highly complex and mission critical project. If executed correctly a good TMS can deliver a number of benefits to the organization in terms of optimization, greater efficiency, reduced errors and improved revenue through accurate invoicing. However a number of projects fail to realize these...
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Enterprise J2ME: Developing Mobile Java ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2003
This book helps experienced Java developers to build high-value mobile applications that take advantage of enterprise IT infrastructures. It also helps developers to add mobility features to existing enterprise solutions. It does not repeat the same basic J2ME/MIDP API tutorial covered by many other books.
After a comprehensive analysis of the...
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New Metropolitan Perspectives: Knowledge Dynamics and Innovation-driven Policies Towards Urban and Regional Transition Volume 2 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies, 178)Springer, 2020

	
		?This book presents the outcomes of the symposium “NEW METROPOLITAN PERSPECTIVES,” held at Mediterranea University, Reggio Calabria, Italy on May 26–28, 2020.

	
		Addressing the challenge of Knowledge Dynamics and Innovation-driven Policies Towards Urban and Regional Transition,...
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OFDM-Based Broadband Wireless Networks: Design and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Emerging technologies such as WiFi and WiMAX are profoundly changing the
landscape of wireless broadband. As we evolve into future generation wireless
networks, a primary challenge is the support of high data rate, integrated multimedia
type traffic over a unified platform. Due to its inherent advantages in
high-speed...
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Enterprise 2.0Ashgate, 2008

	The notion that the corporation is changing fundamentally has been around for decades – dating back to Peter Drucker’s seminal work in the 1980s on ‘The New Organization’. In 1992, I discussed what I called ‘The New Enterprise’ in my book Paradigm Shift, saying ‘the corporation of old simply...
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Expert Resumes for Computer and Web Jobs, 3rd EdJIST Works, 2011

	Job search and career management become remarkably more complex and more
	competitive with each passing year. One major contributor to the new complexity
	is technology itself, which has created entirely new methods and systems for job
	search, recruitment, hiring, and lifelong career development.


	Fortunately, this new...
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Underland: A Deep Time JourneyW W Norton, 2019

	
		National Bestseller • New York Times “100 Notable Books of the Year” • NPR “Favorite Books of 2019” • Guardian “100 Best Books of the 21st Century” • Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award

		

		From the best-selling,...
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PhoneGap Mobile Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	We live in an ever-evolving technological landscape, and the transition from the traditional web for desktop machines to mobile devices is now of more importance than ever. With the constant advancement in mobile technology and device capabilities, as well as increasing user adoption and the preference to access content or interact with...
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Open Source GIS: A GRASS GIS Approach (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
GRASS GIS software was developed in response to the need for improved
analysis of landscape “trade offs” in managing government lands and the
emerging potential of computer-based land analysis tools. During the last
decades of the 20th century, government land managers in the U.S. (and
across the world) faced...
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Java Data Mining: Strategy, Standard, and Practice: A Practical Guide for architecture, design, and implementationMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
This is not only a great introduction to JDM, but also a great introduction for a practitioner to data mining in general.  This is a must have" for anyone developing large scale data mining applications in Java. 
Robert Grossman, Open Data Group and University of Illinois at Chicago

It pleases me that the Java Community...
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